
Language: English
Category of work: Musical work
Date: 1930
Note: Extrait de la comédie musicale de même titre
Date de composition: 1930
Grouping notice: No

Editions of [Puttin' on the Ritz] (7 resources in data.bnf.fr)

Sound recordings (6)

Fred and Adele Astaire, France: Pathé-Marconi EMI


data.bnf.fr
Scores (1)


Persons and organizations related to [Puttin' on the Ritz] (1 resources in data.bnf.fr)

Composer (1)

Irving Berlin (1888-1989)

See also (3 resources in data.bnf.fr)

In BnF (1)

Equivalent record in Catalogue général

On the Web (2)

Equivalent record in FEVIS Equivalent record in VIAF